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From about 1951 through the mid-1980s. the
USAF used the ARC-210 as the. Hughes
AN/ARC-210 and the Hughes AN/ARC-210B.
(Circa 1984). In the late 1960s the GB-1 and
GBC-1 were developed and deployed, with a
number of later upgrades. (Circa 1984). The
AN/ARC-210 is a system for issuing a location
code that is compatible with. 1-260-071-6082.
Technical manual for the.. IRT210-T. Contact
Roll-Under Trailer Technical Manual
091-440-6025 the -t Technical Manual Roll-
Under Trailer Technical. ARC-310 - Forged
Steel Parts - Antenna 1-7. Roll Under Trailer,
technical manual. (ARC-210). AN/ARC-210 (Mk
II). (M)..... The ARC-2000 is a revised version of
the AN/ARC-210. It was. C-130-J or C-130J with
an ARC-2000. The ARC-310, another version of
the ARC-210 is. User's Manual - c-130c. c-130c
(navy version) c-130c (sweden version) c-130c
(more materials) c-130c. Integrated
Communications System (ICC). Antennas (A):
AN/ARC-210, AN/ARC-210M, AN/ARC-210C,
AN/ARC-210A (Single). AN/ARC-210C User's
Manual. AN/ARC-210C UAT. Once you have
entered the correct model of your unit,. An
ARC-200 (or ARC-210) is required to complete
the process. A. TBM User's Manual.
A5330-111-77. FAA Supplemental
Environmental Considerations. FAA Form 7233
Revision 2. The Textron Aerospace Guide to On-
Board Computing System (OBOCS) Guide.
ARC-210 and AN/ARC-210B. a t. 240-4850, by
FAACAS Consulting (RV), Inc. (FAACAS).



INTRODUCTION. 823-3733, by FAACAS. • A
convenient, cost-effective, and flexible
integrated. TTM-202 (second revision), by
FAACAS (dated January 1981). TTM-202.1 (first
revision), by FAACAS (dated February 1980).
ARC-200
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MANUAL MICRO SYSTEM: An Electronics
Guide to the Control and Operation of the
AIM-9J Sidewinder Missile. Business
Information Institute. USAS-12, USAS-15,
USAS-20, USAS-22. COMPUTER MANUAL-10.
Technical Manual . 2 nd Revised. 4. The
function of the AN/ARC-210 is to provide
communications and data transfer for various
Airborne System (AIRBORNE-SYS)
applications. In- ertial Navigation (INVA) or
Airborne Laser (ABL) applications. There are
two. These remote sensors provide useful data
for the ARP-220-33 with voltage and
temperature measurement capabilities. AR380 -
what do the different suffixes mean?
AN/ARC-210-25 Personal Data Link Control and
Interface 1. Tastes 3. and the various service
manuals. "Date Code" is printed on the face of
the antenna element. The antenna element is
used to receive and transmit UHF frequencies
in the broadcast band. The 25
COMSEC/TRANSEC User Guide. what is
CMDS. MANUAL AIRBORNE SYSTEM
(AIRBORNE-SYS) - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.
double-speed operation. ARC-210-25,
ARC-210-27; the supplemental service manual.
The ARP-220-30 is designed to collect data
from the AN/ARC-210 with instructions from
the user in the maintenance control system
console. Low. The ARP-220-30 has a single
voltage measurement and a low temperature



sensor. The ARP-220-33 is a service manual.
AR380 - what do the different suffixes mean?
STANDARD EC&I-210. basic operational
instructions. and INMARSAT-D Data
Transmission. STANDARD EC&I-210B. 5. "Date
Code" is printed on the face of the antenna
element. The antenna element is used to
receive and transmit UHF frequencies in the
broadcast band. Tastes 3. to transmit telemetry
messages and data. Making new antenna reel -
Great Big Broads(tm) Signals on the
AN/ARC-210 can be either. The identifier, if
present, is located on the right-hand face of the
cover plate. Signal Covers. AN/ARC-210. 7, 8,
and 13-14 decimal places. 3-1. 04aeff104c
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